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to let us know your quiz score,
place your juke box vote and
leave your comments
you can do it on either our
website or facebook page
there are prizes at stake!

0 3  T R A V E L L E

remember

@wearejacobsladder
wearejacobsladder.co.uk



WELCOME
This is being written as
the announcement (court
case pending) of a new US
President comes in over
the radio.  Even Planet
Rock broadcasts news.  

And we are, of course, in
the early days of
Lockdown2 (which feels
somewhat different to the
first one).  

Yesterday we watched
Piers Morgan all humbled
on discovering that the
Archbishop of
Canterbury had prayed
for him a couple of
times.  THESE ARE
EXTRAORDINARY
TIMES!

So where does Jacob’s
Ladder fit in?  Well,
certainly not by getting
together at The Hawley! It
seems a lifetime ago when
that was the norm.
 
Well we keep putting out
The Jesus Deal.  This is
the second LadderLife
(BTW we really
appreciated your 
 messages of thanks and
encouragement with the
first edition).  We’ve even
launched a new website.
And we’re still praying.
Particularly importantly
we hope we’re here for
each other.  Want
anything?  Just say.

Keep On Keeping On!
The Jacob's Ladder Team



PROG &

PONDER

The Chinese disease. Nature

fighting back. The Biblical end

times.  One great conspiracy.  

So many different opinions.  

So much unrest.  So much pain.

So much distrust.  Violence and

terrorism.

WHAT’S GOING ON?

This is the prayer that makes a

lot of sense right now

What’s your prayer?



If you were
a band, what
would your
album cover
look like?

As a secondary school art teacher in 2020, I

have had to be even more creative than usual. 

Challenging students to engage with projects

from home, often with very limited resources,

has been, let’s say, unpredictable.  One of the

most successful tasks we set was for an art

graphics group in year 11.  They had to design

their own album cover.  To encourage them

and provide demonstration, it seemed only

right that I had a go at it myself.

I looked through my record collection and my

first instinct was to include original, edgy,

conceptual artwork and maybe even an

astounding name. At the time, for fun, I was

working on an acrylic illustration of Revelation

14: 6-7 inspired by a page in the 1850s

Cassell’s Family Bible that takes pride of place

in my home.  The book of Revelation has

always absolutely fascinated me as an artist- it

really fills my mind with images of symbolism

and visual metaphor. I have used it as

inspiration many times.



Using this sky-soaring angel holding a scroll with the
words ‘To every nation, tribe, language and people’ I
felt like I had ‘hit the nail on the head’.  It had
gravitas, drama, inclusivity and, dare I say it, a little
evangelicalism.

I realised I was following an age old tradition of rock
bands using images of heaven and hell, most notably
(to my mind) Iron Maiden’s ‘The number of the Beast’
(1982).  This distinctive and rather alarming album
cover featuring a caricature of the devil along with a
large ‘Eddie’ (the band’s mascot) was designed by
Derek Riggs who created most of Iron Maiden's early
album art.  Also, obviously, Meatloaf’s 1977 debut
‘Bat out of Hell’ cover by American sci-fi/fantasy artist
Michael Whelan which famously depicts a very literal
illustration of a motorbike blasting out of a graveyard
with a huge bat and a blood red fiery backdrop.

But when I started to look at the breadth of this
‘tradition’ it seems that Black Sabbath takes the
crown for their Biblically themed album covers. 
 ‘Cross Purposes’ (1994) features the back of a
blonde haired angel with burning wings, ‘Heaven
and Hell’ (1980) shows a provocative painting of
angels smoking and gambling and ‘Born Again’
(1983) illustrates what appears to be a baby devil. 
 ‘Headless cross’ (1989) is a picture of a Celtic stone
cross, ‘Live evil’ (1983) includes an angel and a devil
amongst various characters in a thunderstruck
landscape, ‘Reunion’ (1998) shows two child devils
with angel wings and hooves, again mixing the
heaven and hell narratives and their 2014 ‘Greatest
Hits’ album features a massive cross.

I can’t lie, I don’t know much about Black Sabbath
but Ozzy Osbourne is a celebrity etched into popular
culture through far more than his music.  I was,
however, vaguely aware of his faith, despite early
accusations of the absolute opposite.
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HAYLEY FERN
I'm a Hugglescoter for almost 5 years and a fan of The Cure and Cat Stevens.  I'm also an artist,
secondary school art teacher and fledgling theologian.  I'm always keen to be involved in the community
and go to St John the Baptist Church.  Spot me walking my two dogs around the village with my hubby!

According to many internet sources Ozzy
is a member of the Church of England
and that he prays before every
performance. Also, their bassist Geezer
Butler, who penned ‘After Forever’ (which
has the accolade of being a solidly
Christian rock song according to the
internet) said in an interview ‘I always felt
that God and Jesus wanted us to love
each other.’

It turns out, the subject of Black Sabbath’s
Christianity has been analysed
extensively and I would recommend the
essay by Rosanna Mantila
https://synkooppilehti.wordpress.com/201
9/02/06/the-religiousness-of-black-
sabbath/ who concludes: ‘Black Sabbath
wanted to bring religious themes in to
their music in their own style, which was
misunderstood. Black Sabbath and its
members are actually quite religious
compared to the average person.’

So, maybe I can reasonably conclude that
their album artwork was probably
intended to be a little evangelical, perhaps
due to the provocative nature of the
Revelation-themed imagery.

But I digress- imagine that you are a year 11 doing art
graphics GCSE.  What kind of album cover would you
design and why?  Would you want to say something
about yourself, something about your beliefs and/or
something to make people think?  And if you really want
to try it, send me the results for marking!



NEW WEBSITE !!

It’s starting to get a bit tricky trying to keep all things Ladder

together, so we’ve now got a new website which centralises

everything so you can find all of our news, LadderLifes and Jesus

Deals all in one place.  It also links to all our social media stuff, so we

can’t go wrong!  The address is www.wearejacobsladder.co.uk

HAWLEY AT HOME
If like us you're missing

the fabulous fayre of Bev,

Josie and Marie-Anne; or

Mandy's library table at

the Hawley, here's a

couple of suggestions to

put both right in one go! Both available online during lockdown!



JACOB 'S JUKEBOX JURY

Jacob's Jukebox Jury is a selection of 3 newly
released tracks from both old and new artists. 
This is a great chance for you to sample some

new music and is an opportunity for you to
decide which band/track you like the best by

casting your vote - you'll find the 'Your Say' poll at          
 our website wearejacobsladder.co.uk or on our        

 Facebook page @wearejacobsladder
We have picked 3 songs for you to judge this
month. Listen to all 3 tracks and then decide

whether you think these songs are a  
HIT or MISS.



Sleeps Society :  While She Sleeps
While She Sleeps are a British
metalcore band from Sheffield who
formed in 2006. Sleeps Society was
released on 15th October 2020 and
is the title single from the band’s
new album - Sleeps Society is set
for release on April  16th, 2021
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=OL3MTZqbVkM

Shot In The Dark :  AC/DC
Shot in the Dark is the new single
by AC/DC, from their upcoming
seventeenth studio album Power
Up. It  was released on 7 October
2020, and is the band's f irst single
released since 2015.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=54LEywabkl4

Royal Tea :  Joe Bonamassa
Royal Tea is the title track from
Joe Bonamassa’s 14th studio album.
it was released on 2nd October
2020.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=G9z5iVNGeRA



In addition to bringing us Jacob's Jukebox Jury,  at our Hawley nights Gary
and Karen provide something at each table to get the brains warmed up for
the impending quiz!   Here's a word search they've unearthed for this
edition of LadderLife.   So.  just for fun, why not grab yourself  a drink, a
bowl of Nachos, put on some music and imagine you're at a Ladder night?!

G A R Y  &  K A R E N

GARY CORY
Married to Karen, Dad to Phoebe. I am into drama and amateur dramatics. Love music by Queen.
Hobbies include, TPADs, Jacobs Ladder, CLCGB (2nd Lieutenant) and video games.

KAREN CORY
’Born in Leicester, 1979. Married to Gary, Mum to Phoebe.  Loves music that is "Dad Rock" especially Alice
Cooper and Toto. Favourite songs are Poison and Africa. Hobbies include, Jacobs Ladder, CLCGB (2nd Lieutenant)
and Pokemon Go.



Well, I just had to say something.   I know where to start

with this, but not sure were it’ll end.  Anyone who knows

me well might be expecting this.  

50 years ago a 17 old me got up very early, around 5

o’clock I’d arranged to meet Neil Falconer (then lead

singer of local band Medusa, and someone I’d briefly

played alongside in a band at Newbridge youth club).

(Where are you now Neil?)  We’d arranged to meet

outside of the Grand (ballroom, biggest venue in town), 

 Coalville. (Now the Emporium).

He arrived with his mates in a very old Bedford van and

we set off for what was to be a wonderful adventure,

musical and otherwise. We were off to the Isle of Wight

Festival 1970.

Although we eventually arrived at the site mid afternoon

the  festival actually started on the Wednesday afternoon

with lesser known bands,  athough Leicester’s then up

and coming band Black Widow were on the bill on

Thursday.

The sound system of 100's of WEM columns looked

mighty impressive, and apparently put out 5000 Watts!

Totally unheard of in those days, still there was 650,000

of us there whether we’d paid or not. There was a lot of

anarchic hippie types who seemed to think they

deserved to get in for free.

Stewart

Remembers...

STEWART DUCKWORTH
A stalwart member of the Jacob's Ladder team from the off, he has spent most of his life working in
the entertainment industry and countless hours gigging with his guitar, keyboards and assorted box
of tricks.  Now the gaffer of Star Wars Cafe his musical bounds continue to know no limits!



The main attraction for me was the guitar

driven bands, Jimi Hendrix, Free, The Who,

Ten Years After, Taste (Rory Gallagher), who

really made it for me. What could be better for

the 17 year me sitting, lying in a field watching

my heroes. But I also really enjoyed some of

the more eclectic mix of acts, Joni Mitchell,

Emerson, Lake and Palmer with Keith

Emerson  still rocking his Hammond and

stabbing the daggers in to some of the Nice’s

old tunes, 

Family (another great Leicester band), John

Sebastian doing some Lovin Spoonful songs,

and also joined by band mate Zal Yanovsky

to his delight, Donovan, Tiny Tim (how did he

get on the bill?). 

And some I can't even remember if I saw

them or not. We met a group of American

girls who said they’d only come over to see

The Doors, mind you they’d seen them 7

times before!

Somewhat a bit extravagant to what I was

used to. As much as I liked some of the Doors

stuff at that time, I thought they were a bit

dull, probably due to the lighting they insisted

on using for their set.

I suppose we should think ourselves lucky to

see them at all as it was the time Jim

Morrison was released on bail for indecent

exposure on stage at a previous concert.

Another American band that I also thought a

bit dull was Chicago, who when they did

Twenty Five or Six Two Four which I thought

had a great heavy intro, they started it with a

rather limp tinny piano intro, although Terry

Kath did manage a blinding solo, at such

speed I could rarely believe, only to be

surpassed by Alvin Lee of Ten Years After the

next night.

Early festivals of this era had great line ups

but the stage management for changeovers

was so poor that all acts overran meaning

bands were playing well into the early hours

of the morning making for a long tiring day.

Jimi Hendrix was no doubt the highlight for

me, even at something like 2am on the

Monday morning. Just to make the adventure

a bit more interesting the American girls

asked if we could drop them off at

Stonehenge on our way home, not that it was.

But nevertheless we did, and, at that time

there were no fences around the stones

making it all the more special being able to

touch these ancient monuments.



One of the main features of our get-togethers at The Hawley is our two-part
quiz, so we thought we’d replicate that in LADDERLIFE in the familiar format.
You’ll find part two later in this edition, but for now here are the first 10
questions.  The answers can be found at the very end straight after the
‘Church Notices’.

You can play it just for fun, but why not give yourself a team name and post
your score on the 'Your Say' poll on our website or Facebook page.  If you do
(you didn't last time lol) we will publish a league table each month and there
will be a splendid prize for the table toppers at our first night back at The
Hawley, whenever that is!

Here we go...

AUNT IE  PAM'S  QUIZ

______________________________



______________________________

______________________________



______________________________

______________________________



______________________________

______________________________



______________________________

______________________________



______________________________



All Souls 1 November when

we remember all those who

have passed away - perhaps a

bit more poignant this year as

we remember those who have

passed away due to Covid or

other causes and perhaps due

to restrictions we haven’t

been able to properly say our

goodbyes or to offer comfort

to those who have lost a

loved one..

 

Some musical greats have

passed away this year.. it

reads like a run through of my

record collection and some

who i’ve listed here bring back

memories of old records,

songs, top of the pops and

live gigs.. 

 

Paul Champan ... UFO ...

Strangers in the Night is one

of my favourite live albums .. I

saw them at the Glasgow

Apollo way back in my school

days.. Eddie Van Halen ... Van

Halen .. where do i go here..

first 3 albums blew me away..

saw them at the Apollo too.. 

MIKE'S
MUSINGS
Psalm 143 verse 5
I remember the days of long ago; I meditate on all your
works and consider what your hands have done.

Remembering

it’s that time of year 

 

Remembrance the 11 November .. Armistice Day (and the

preceding Sunday) when we remember and give thanks for all

who have given their lives to make this world a safer place.. 

 



Peter Green ...Fleetwood Mac .. Albatross,
Rattlesnake Shake, Oh Well .. classic stuff 
Neil Peart ...  Rush .. I have only just recently started
to appreciate Rush.. the influence of Ladder i
suspect.. i keep asking the 16 year old me why i
didn’t appreciate them more back in the 1980s...
Steve Priest ...  the Sweet ..who can forget Ballroom
Blitz .. and those ToTP performance .. “are you ready
Steve” ...  among my early single purchases from the
local Woolworths .. Dave Greenfield ... the
Stranglers .. i was meant to see them at Rock City
before Covid knocked gigs out ..not sure what will
happen next..
 
Riley Gale ... Power Trip ..now many of you will not
have heard of Power Trip but they are/were an
awesome band.. thrash punk.. hard to describe ..
relatively new in terms of breaking through .. i saw
them at Bloodstock in 2018 and only listened to
their music for the first time before i went .. and i
saw them again at Download in 2019... they were
headed for greatness ... Riley Gale was one of those
truly charismatic front men .. their music is amazing
.. give Power Trip a listen.. all new old school metal..
Riley passed away in August...
 
we have their music and our memories.
.
RIP

MIKE ALEXANDER
’Born in Scotland.  Married with a 21 year old student son
who plays in a progressive death metal band.
I trained with Dave to become a Licensed Reader and
Pioneer Minister and believe in building community.  I like
cooking, beer/home brewing, allotment gardening and live
gigs.  Favourite bands.. Aerosmith, Gojira, Opeth,
Avatar,and Alter Bridge.
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BIBLE                                                 CHRISTIAN                                   JESUS                                                 QUESTIONS

CELEBRITIES                                CHURCH                                         COMMUNION                              LORD'S PRAYER   

BATTLE                                            MARKS                                              WOMEN                                           12 DISCIPLES

SUMMER                                        STAIRWAY                                      BELIEVE                                            REAPER       

THE JESUS DEALTHE JESUS DEALTHE JESUS DEAL
Caught up with the back

catalogue yet?  This

month's new release looks

at the whole business of

what we can (and cannot)

expect from God as we

wander this planet.

just click on the links at
www.jacobsladder.co.uk



Having reminisced nostalgically in my previous article about the “good
old days” of vinyl double albums and gatefold sleeves there is at least
one modern innovation (“modern” as in post 2000) that I really
appreciate.  Like many people I think the advance from the cassette
tape walkman to MP3 player for portable personal musical
entertainment was a big leap forward. If memory serves, the first solid
state MP3 player I bought had something like 128mb of memory on it.
Wow! Enough for three or maybe even four albums! I did own an iPod
once - briefly - before everything just moved to smart phones.
 
Do you know what the “Word of the year” was in the New Oxford
American Dictionary in 2005? (No, of course you don’t.  Why would
you?)  Well anyway - that word was “Podcast”. A word originally
invented by the journalist Ben Hammersley in an article he wrote for
The Guardian in 2004. Hammersley said that he made the word up to
pad out an article he was writing that was a little too short. Little did he
know then eh?

I first came across the concept of Podcasts in late 2004 when browsing
one of my favourite web sites of the time “Board Game Geek” (don’t
ask). The owners of “The Geek” (as we boardgamers like to call it) had
started their own podcast where they would chat about board games
and about playing them. 

I loved the open, free speech,  irregular length and varying publication schedule that surrounded this
format.  It felt like a real sort of cottage industry. A format a bloke (or woman) could create content for
in his bedroom or garden shed. And real niche and specific subjects where audience numbers just didn’t
matter.
 
Having found the Board Game Geek podcast I wondered if there might be others, so I searched online
for “podcasts”.  There were lists of podcasts online often sorted by popularity. One of the most popular
at the time was one called “The daily source code” which was a rather irreverent show hosted by Adam
Curry (who used to be a host on MTV).



Adam Curry called himself “The Pod Father” and liked to think
(possibly accurately), that he was the original podcaster. (Sadly his
early podcasts from back then don’t seem to be available any more).
I remember the opening bumper in his show was him exclaiming
“Transmitters? WE don’t need any stinking transmitters!” No
producers, no editors, no rules, no censorship. GREAT stuff!
 
Nowadays of course podcasts are everywhere, including very high
profile places like BBC Sounds and iTunes. Their professionalism
has grown which in some ways is a bit of a shame. I miss those early
shows which were like audio versions of Wayne's World TV show
created from his parent’s basement.

It was through Podcasts that I first came across the idea of an online
“tip jar”. No sponsors or advertising (this has changed now). Just
“I’m doing this for love of it - but if you want to donate a few dollars
via my online tip jar that would be fine”. And lots of folks did. What a
lovely culture.

One of my favourite podcasts from those early days is called “Coverville”. And I’m happy to see that it is
still going. (At the time of writing it’s just released episode 1331)! The premise is simple. Find covers of
well known pop and rock songs which seek to re-interpret the original track. Occasionally the cover is
better than the original (I’m looking at you Joe Cocker at Woodstock 1969 “With a little help from my
friends”).  This podcast definitely had that feel of a chap with too much time on his hands fiddling with
this medium at home and just doing it for the love of it. 
 
You can find the “Coverville” podcast here: https://www.coverville.com/.A couple of recent episodes I can
recommend are Coverville 1329: The Eddie Van Halen Tribute (watch out for the Aztek Camera
version of “Jump”), and Coverville 1328: 50th Anniversary of Led Zeppelin III.There are some real
treasures in the archive here. Occasionally he will recreate an artist’s album with all the tracks in the
right order but using cover versions.  So, subscribe to Coverville using your podcaster app of choice,
stick your ear-buds in your ears, settle down in a comfy chair and prepare to be - if not entertained - at
least intrigued.  
 
As we say up here in the land of 5 tier lock-downs. “Lang may yer lum reek!”

 References
https://www.coverville.com/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adam_Curry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Podcast

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daily_Source_Code

RICHARD 'JACK' VERNON
’I've known Dave since we were in different rock bands back in the 1980s before we joined forces with
Dave Mansfield and Richard (Wacky) Curtis to form 'Out of Egypt', a band who worked with YMAM and
British Youth for Christ playing venues as diverse as Spring Harvest and Glastonbury.  Having gone
our separate ways we've kept in touch and remain good friends. Recently I've been enjoying following
the Facebook posts - wish I lived closer than Scotland- I'd definitely come along!.



AUNT IE  PAM'S  QUIZ
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I started to fear for the bloke’s life. Here he was, surrounded by a crowd of a few thousand
people who just wanted to rock out to some searing, electric guitar mayhem, and all he was
offering them was some acoustic folk guitar!  And then he started to play.

There was a strange plopping sound all around the theatre as chins hit leather covered chests.

This guy was unbelievable! I had never seen anyone do what he was doing with that acoustic
guitar. No electronic tricks, no effects – other than a bit of reverb – no backing tracks. Just one
man, with an acoustic guitar and a small amplifier, and he held the crowd spellbound. He was
more of a magician than a musician.

The thing that really floored me was that his guitar was fitted with special tuners called ‘banjo
pegs’ – they have stops on them so can adjust each string in semitone increments with a simple
twist. Adrian Legg would strum his guitar, then play a tune by manipulating the banjo pegs, end
up with his guitar in a completely different tuning and just carry on. And he did this 3 times in one
song!  And using a different guitar tuning each time! It was just unearthly, to see his mastery of
his instrument.

On 1st Feb 1993 I attended a Joe Satriani
concert at the Edinburgh Playhouse. I
was in my seat, surrounded by 
metalheads, all of us ready for some
raucous rock music, when the support
act came on stage. I was somewhat
taken aback – to put it mildly.  A balding,
middle-aged, be-spectacled bloke,
wearing corduroy trousers and a black
polo-neck sweater walks on stage WITH
AN ACOUSTIC GUITAR! He sat down on a
chair in the middle of the stage and
announced to the incredulous hordes –
and in a very ENGLISH accent – “Hello,
my name’s Adrian Legg and I’m going to
play you a few tunes.”

STEPHEN MARCH
I am a Pioneer Development Worker based in the Avon-Swift Team of Churches.  I have a love of all things
guitar and an eclectic taste in music. God got my attention early on and inveigled His way into the centre of
my life. This led to a 15 year adventure in France. Now I’m excitedly involved in the Fresh Expressions
movement and amazed to see this new thing that God is doing. I’m a spiritual director and also write books
and blogs and stuff – check out www.fuelforpilgrims.org.



The next day at lunchtime I ran out of the office
and headed to the nearest record store. I asked
the assistant, “Do you have anything by Adrian
Legg?” He replied, “Not another one! We’ve had
a stream of guys in this morning asking the
same question, we’ve had a look but most of his
back catalogue has been deleted, there is just
one cd that’s still available.”

Needless to say I ordered it, ‘Mrs Crowe’s Blue
Waltz’, and it was wonderful. On the back of this
tour Adrian Legg’s career was boosted for a little
while, he recorded about 7 cds I think. But life is
hard for an acoustic musician. From what I can
gather he seems to still eke out a living playing
small bars and clubs in the USA.

What impressed me so much about Adrian Legg
was his artistry and his total mastery of the
guitar – which was so complete and wonderful
that, even though the musical style wasn’t
typically my first choice, yet I couldn’t help but
be enchanted by it.  He was a human being
living out his fullest potential as a guitar player – 

I can’t imagine there are many who could match
him.  And seeing that full potential lived out, in
the flesh, before my very eyes, was incredible.  

As Christians we see Jesus in the same way.  The
Bible says, ‘For in Christ lives all the fullness of
God in a human body.’ (Colossians 2:9, New
Living Translation)

And that is why Jesus is so important. In him, in
his character, actions, words, attitudes, and
priorities we see the most that it is possible for
us to see of God. And when we see it, we find it
moves us, excites us, astonishes us – maybe
even frightens us a little.

As we approach Christmas in the 4 weeks of
advent, you might want to read through one of
the four accounts (gospels) of Jesus‘ life in the
Bible. Hear his words for yourself, listen to his
stories, see what he did, and how people
around him reacted. Maybe, just maybe, you’ll
get a glimpse of the reality of God shining
through. I promise you, it will blow your mind!

ladder lines



controversy court
This month the Judge poses the question: "Good artists make good studio
albums. Good artistss make good live albums. Great artists make both. But
which is better?  An album made in the the studio or one made on the stage
live in front of 10, 100, 1000, 10,000, 100,000 people?  Studio or Live, you
decide?"

PAUL BLOW
Been a passionate member of the Jacob's Ladder team from the very beginning.  I fly the flag for prog. 
 But all you really need to know is that at Ladder events I am 'The Judge'.  You would do well to
remember that!



M I K E  M A K E S  T H E  C A S E  F O R  S T U D I O  A L B U M S
when your favourite band announces a new
album is being released do you think to
yourself ... “fab i hope it’s a live one?”   no? .. i
didn’t think you did... when you go and see
your favourite band do you think to yourself 
 “oh fab i hope they are just playing the latest
album in its entirety and recording it too so i
can have a live album version of the studio
album i already have”  no? .. i didn’t think you
did..
 
you see we go to gigs to sing along, mosh,
jump about and generally have a jolly good
time ideally with some mates and hopefully
listen to some of the greatest hits of our
favourite bands.. not just one album.. unless
it’s the bands first tour you are not going to
get tracks from just one album .. you will get a
shorter set and a few covers thrown in .. that
said there has been a spate of late of bands
(mainly older ones) playing an album all the
way through as part of a live gig... i saw the
mighty black metallers Emperor play Anthems
to the Welkin at Dusk all the way through at
Bloodstock in 2018 but they had to add a few
songs to warrant their slot high up the bill

.. I saw Def Leppard play Hysteria in full at
Download 2019  they added more songs to
make a full headliner set and keep the punters
happy .. you see an album worth of songs just
isn’t enough live .. 
 
fans expect more ... they want all the hits ..
nearest you’d get i suppose is a greatest hits
live album.. but even then it would need to be
longer than your average album..
 
besides live albums aren’t truly live ...
overdubs.. post production.. less gaps
between songs .. you can’t recreate that live
atmosphere .. tracks are often from different
gigs .. 
 
.. live albums are another one for the
collection for the diehards.. buy the studio
albums .. listen loud and then go see the band
live ... 
 
live means live not recorded

i rest my case!



D E B  M A K E S  T H E  C A S E  F O R  L I V E  A L B U M S
You would have thought the Judge would have
made this a little harder for me, there is no
competition, Live music all the way.  

Live music recording is a different story, it
might be rehearsed, but every time its slightly
different.  It’s not perfect in anyway, but that’s
what makes it, the human quality, music
from the soul.

A lot of bands lose sight of what fans actually
want, in the studio it seems so perfect, too
perfect, but rock music is raw, hard core, good
for the mind and soul.

Bands that play live have built up a fan base,
chemistry with their fans, its where the magic
happens, throwing in random material, talking
to the audience, getting them to participate
and contribute though clapping, singing
even shouting.

Live music is not pitch perfect, or played note
by note, it is a feeling the band have, the way
they perform, the songs have feelings and only
live bands can give you this. It has dynamic
energy, and you would appreciate this when
you go to live concerts. It is a connection on a
very personal level.  So, listening to live track
music is like being at the concert, absorbing
the atmosphere. Maybe you were there during
the recording and can hear yourself on the
record. You can feel the audience enjoying the
band and the music being played, the
connection they have and can actually play
music, no second or third takes, just pure
music.
 
So, Paul, kick back, get your Walkman out and
listen to some good music……. just wondering
if that is Prog by any chance?
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There are many theories from psychologists that

music can impact learning and memory.  As many of

you know, perhaps to your irritation, I regularly go on

about how RUSH has been the soundtrack to my life.  

So, I thought I’d put some of those theories to the

test and jot down the first memory that comes to

mind when I look at their studio album sleeves.  

I found the exercise rather revealing and rather fun.

So, here it is.  If you fancy sharing yours, drop me

your list and we’ll try and put it in a future edition of

LadderLife.

DAVID HITCHCOCK
I am, what they call, the Pioneer Minister of Jacob’s Ladder.  Before the pandemic I enjoyed spending
Saturday nights at Leicester speedway, making music (of sorts) with my mates and being ‘King’ of my
daughter’s dance school.  Still drinking coffee...although solo is not as much fun...but you've got to
persevere and push through haven't you?



Lunchtime retreats from the school grounds with Karl Bird (Birdy) and John

Bradley (er, Bradley) to a house on Abbots Oak Drive to play Working Man.

Fifth form fun.  And the heaviest riff I'd ever heard at that point in my life.

Getting so into By-Tor and the Snow Dog while getting ready for a Saturday

night at the Forest Rock (our school pub lol) that I stayed home and just kept

lifting the needle and playing it over and over.  Mesmerised.

Side 2.  On repeat - in the days when there was no such thing - while sweating

over weekend maths homework (Mr Szczerbik, “Here’s the answer…what’s the

question?”).  It made me (mistakenly) feel so clever.

The first time I saw them perform Overture live I momentarily stopped

breathing I was so blown away.  A memory so intense it seems like  yesterday,

and I feel the same thrill every time I hear it, despite thousands of listens (I’ve

actually got it on now!).

Steadily sobering up on a Sunday morning post-party at my best mate Graham

Dyer’s house in Glenfield while he drew the logo for our storming  NWOBHM

band Helvellyn (hell-of-a-din?) before cycling home in his jeans (Graham over

6', me not stretching much over 5).  Me cycling?  Distant memory that!

Probably the most important Rush album for me.  My Mum sowed the picture of

Neil (copied from the inside of that mighty gatefold sleeve) on the back of an

incredibly uncool bright blue crew neck sweatshirt.  I loved it.  And my jaw

dislocating singing The Trees at Hammersmith Odeon.

It competed with Rainbow Rising for the record player in the Sixth Form house

at King Ed (Nellie’s copy).  Every day.  Which was OK because I’d play it

repeatedly in my bedroom every night.  Inspired by Natural Science to write a

song about Kelp.  And Bingley Hall, of course!



Witch Hunt with the lights out in my Mum and Dad’s coal house conversion (I

had my record player in there for drum practice; sorry Phil and Sue)  and

escapades on Broomleys Road opposite what is now Star Wars Café HQ.  

Having a day of prayer with my mentor pal Dave Mansfield interrupted by

Steve Hawkins whisking Dave off for a motorcycle ride which I don’t think he

has ever forgotten.  Amen!

By now I’d gathered a bit of recording experience (it was a mysterious world

back then before all this home digital malarkey) I was rather - pretentiously -

disappointed with the production, but amazed at what was happening with the

drums.   And all I wanted to be was that boy pulling down his baseball cap.

Tommy Vance playing The Big Money on his Friday Night Rock

show.  The first Rush song I heard on the radio (TV on the Radio!) in our first

mortgaged house in Loughborough.  Married and thinking about growing up -

not yet!

Graduated and working several days a week in London.  Having this in my

Walkman pretty much constantly for the East Midlands Train journeys. Young

enough to not care about my tapping on the table in the cramped commuter

carriage!

Funnily enough the first thing that pops in my head didn't happen at the time

but many years later when Aaron Gidney got me a signed publicity shot for

this album (one of my favourites)..The Pass...superb.

Given this for my birthday on the way to guest as drummer for my mate Clive

Davenport in Manchester.  Getting to my car after the gig to find windows

smashed and contents emptied;  driving home to Sheffield in the early hours

freezing on Snake Pass.  Rock ‘n’ Roll.



I’m now self-employed, working on a Stock Exchange desk (part

payment for a job but still involved a midnight Police stop and seach in The

City) in our bedroom in Sheffield.   Playing this LOUD over the noises of my

new modem (remember them?).

What else would a drummer remember about this other than recalling

Neil’s tutor video?!  I couldn’t play anything on it.  Couldn’t even wa;k on

snow shoes like him.  And he’d started to show early signs of transforming into

Tom Hanks (more lol).

Just remember marvelling and soooo thankful that this could happen again

after all of the tragedy.  Always triggers recalls of sections of the Ghost Rider

book which details Neil’s journey to recovery.  Inspirational, moving and hit

the spot at the time and still does.

Purchased this upstairs at HMV in Edinburgh when we were on holiday,

thinking it was probably a bit of a filler.  Turned out to be a great album or

whatever it is.  If it wasn’t for iTunes, this would have been worn out ten times

over.

Living back in Hugglescote and working in our massive lounge (it really was an

extensiotastic room).  We had an American youth worker living with us.  This

album was regularly played even LOUDER than Counterparts to drown out her

singing along to The Killers in the dining room.

What an album to end a career on.  And in The Garden, what a final song.

Maximum RUSH.  This was the companion to my trips on the A46 to see my

Dad after his treatment sessions.  The Garden will be my funeral theme tune,

so it may have memory legs yet!



WITH   DEBS

DEBBIE PAGE
I have  two wonderful children, Anthony and Rebecca - also have 3 working gundogs, Maisie,
Bella, and Frances.  I am a Beat Captain at a local shoot  which is where I use my 3 dogs... well 2,
Maisie is in retirement but loves a wander around. My passions in life are walking, gardening, going
on holidays, listening to good music, especially heavy metal - it fills my soul in every way.

Lockdown is here for another month, Feed The Need Coalville, needs
our help, now more than ever.  They run weekly food-banks in two
different locations, Market Street on Wednesday evenings and
Hugglescote on Thursdays. They rely on the community, local
businesses and on grants to provide food for people in Coalville and
surrounding villages.
 
They welcome donations of food and other essentials; volunteers
willing to shop or collect donations from supermarkets and volunteers
willing to deliver food bags.  People could come without needing a
referral and be given food, toiletries, and cleaning products to keep
themselves and their families healthy and clean
 
During lockdown they can provide a delivery service from two
members homes, they will be able to still do deliveries if people are
self-isolating or particularly vulnerable.  
 
Want to help out?   For more information contact                                    
Fliss on 07812 160220 or email us enquiriesftnc@outlook.com   
Facebook- search for Feed the need Coalville, 
 https://www.facebook.com/feedtheneedc
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